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Introduction  

Problems of application for mathematical statistics in cosmology are coevals of Hubble 

law and, unfortunately, are still actual, though many of them have received mathematical, 

methodical and program decision during all-Union discussion of 1980–1990th years [1-8]. Foreign 

experts P. Huber, F. Mosteller, J. Tukey, I. Vuchkov, F. Hampel, etc. have taken part in discussion. 

Actually discussion was the answer to A.N. Kolmogorov's question on objective sense of 

probability. The subject of its discussion was catastrophic phenomenon of 1985-1986 in aviation, 

space-rocket and kern-power techniques its reasons [4]. It was unprecedented on mass character, 

synchronism of occurrence and suddenness a stream of refusals for difficult techniques. The 

phenomenon has caused confusion among experts. But then for first time among the reasons of 

accidents and failures have been found inadequacy errors of mathematical models, infringement 

of applicability conditions for statistical methods and out statement incorrectness of measuring 

problems. Then 24 standards on statistical methods from 31 and all standards on applied statistics 

have been disavowed. 

Accuracy of astrophysical measurements for last decades has increased on usages, but the 

reasons of some cosmology problems there is an incorrectness of the formulation and infringement 

of applicability conditions for statistical methods at the decision of measuring problems of 

structurally-parametrical identification for mathematical models of physical objects. Most difficult 

of them is, naturally, astronomical Universe.  

TСe knoаn matСematТМal reМТpe [λ] МonsТsts tСat «ТnМorreМt applТМatТon of statТstТМal 

methods can lead to the incorrect conclusions. All (it is possible, and not stated obviously) the 

assumptions concerning theoretical distribution, should be checked up. Debar is using the same 
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sample for estimating and for verification. We will notice, at last, that statistical criteria cannot 

prove anв СвpotСesТsμ tСeв Мan speМТfв onlв Тn«absenМe of refutatТon»».  

During discussion the prevention [9] about «absenМe of refutatТon» аas speМТfТeН bв 

Eljasberg–Hampel paradox [10, 11] according to which at any significance value the zero 

nonparametric hypotheses will be rejected, let even at very great volume of sample. The prevention 

ratСer «tСe same samples for estТmatТon anН for МСeМk» to equТvalentlв folloаТnР statementμ 

«DТstТnМtТons Тn lТmТtТnР same НТstrТbutТons tСe statТstТМal at МСeМk of sТmple anН НТffТМult 

СвpotСeses are so essentТal аСat to neРleМt Тt Тs absolutelв ТnaНmТssТble» [1β]. TСerefore already 

by the end of XX century in mathematical statistics have refused statistical check of hypotheses at 

beforeСanН set sТРnТfТМanМe value anН Сave passeН to «reaМСeН sТРnТfТМanМe value» at multТple-

choice check irrespective of used criterion of the consent.  

The most known part of problems for applied statistics is connected with application of 

normal laа аТtС an averaРe arТtСmetТМ tСe РТven measurements as «result of measurement» anН 

«root-mean-square error (RεSEΨ of arТtСmetТМ mean» for statТstТМal number of measurements. 

Problems of non-truncated probabilities distributions are less known. However the mess between 

toleranМe anН МonfТНenМe Тntervals anН «eбpanНeН unМertaТntв of measurement» anН also betаeen 

confidence probability, level of trust and probability of coverage became the most surprising on 

long duration. Eccentricity of mess underlines that the satisfactory definition of the tolerant 

interval which has appeared in [13], was absent in the international standard-prototype that it is 

impossible to tell about the formulas generating thereupon illusion of accuracy. On this 

baМkРrounН of sМСeme «Мross eбamТnatТon» anН «Мross МСeМk» lookeН revolutТonarв, tСouРС from 

tСem to sМСeme of «Мross observatТon for ТnaНequaМв error» [1ζ] all one step.  

The incorrectness of application of methods of statistics in measuring problems arises  

in method of indirect measurement – at use Taylor formula for nonlinear models,  

in method of cumulative measurements – at use of weight factors, normalized by 

dispersions of measureН Мomponents, as «аaв of ТnМrease of aММuraМв» bв assoМТatТon of rouРС 

results bв sМСeme «non-unТformlв» measurements Мontrarв to sМСeme of maбТmum lТkelТСooН 

method, as dispersion average less than the least dispersion from components (non-identical 

incident), but itself average is an estimation only position parameter of mix of components 

distributions,  

in method of collateral measurements – at application of regression analysis without 

check of performance of statistical uniformity conditions, gaussianity, non-correlated ness, non-
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confluence, i.e. by negligible casual errors of measurements for entrance variable mathematical 

models, and adequacy i.e. when the model structure is not neither superfluous, nor insufficient.  

The most dangerous on consequences are infringements of those conditions of statistical 

methods applicability, physical and which mathematical sense is not clear to users. Those are 

infringements of stochastic compactness conditions for given measurements, similarity of the data 

presentation form to structure for accepted statistics and minimum of inadequacy error for 

mathematical models [14].  

Stochastic compactness is generalization of statistical uniformity concept for the given 

repeated measurements of random variables on stochastic function.  

It is known, that for an extended number of the given measurements presence of 

convergence of their selective distribution to general totality distribution is equivalent to condition 

of statistical uniformity for data. Its performance is promoted by repeated measurements on object 

in its same point, the same sizes, in the same conditions, the same copy of measuring apparatus, 

the same operator with identical carefulness during a short time interval.  

Under an inadequacy error of mathematical models for physical objects long time believed 

an approximation error of the given measurements by model. Therefore requirements to it were 

normalized [15] earlier, than in [14] procedure of its identification within the limits of the cross 

observation scheme has been standardized.  

Similarity between data presentation form and structure of statistics for nonparametric 

hypotheses check is the fullest is reached at representation of some measurements of random 

variable by statistical distribution function which is natural analogue for probabilities distribution 

function.  

As a result infringement of applicability conditions of statistical methods, irrespective of 

measurements area, leads doubtful in the quantitative and qualitative relation to results. These 

circumstances in cosmology demand special consideration.  

 

Statistical problems in cosmology  

One of the first application problems of statistical methods in cosmology is the statistical 

heterogeneity problem for Hubble diagram.  

On it characteristics of position for extragalactic objects of various morphological types 

(galaxies, radio galaxies and quasars) have standard value of inclination parameter 1 = 0,2 at 

essential statistical disorder of red shift and the various zero-points connected with absolute 

magnitude of objects and Hubble parameter H0.  
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The problem was that removal from quasars sample of one object changed estimations of 

inclination parameter [16]. For sample [17] with MQM-estimation (Minimum Quadratic Method) 

of inclination parameter 1|N=169 = 0,100 removal of allocated quasars gave 1|N=168 = 0,117 and 

1|N=167 = = 0,177. For quasars with spectra without features and reliably certain angular sizes the 

effect was even stronger: 1|N=63 = 0,1813; 1|N=62 = 0,2380; 1|N=61 = 0,2784 [18].  

The problem of applicability for statistical methods in cosmology is illustrated by 

«uneбpeМteН» results of Нata proМessТnР for astropСвsТМal measurements:  

– century drift of key parameter for cosmological models, Hubble's parameter H0 = 

ηγ0→θ7 km∙s–1∙Mpc–1 and acceleration parameter q0 = +β,θ±0,κ → –1,0±0,ζ [17, 1λ]ν  

– global Euclidian geometry of the astronomical Universe [20];  

– absence expected in Gaussian conditions the progress of accuracy for parameter 

estТmatТons of ΛωDε-model is proportional to a root square of volume of the given 

measurements;  

– decrease in accuracy of indirect estimations for H0 of within the limits of ΛCDM-model 

from 1,28 to 6 times at the declared increase of accuracy of its adjustment to data of measurements 

at the expense of increase in number of parameter accordingly from 50 % to 300 % [21];  

– dependence of own red shift of objects on their luminosity [22];  

– coincidence dipole anisotropies of red shift, spatial heterogeneity of extragalactic sources 

and Galaxy polar axis [16, 23-25].  

Dipole anisotropy of red shift in extragalactic sources spectra as first approximation is an 

example only statistical heterogeneity of the given astrophysical measurements. The second 

approach is connected with stochastic compactness of cosmological models. If in first case the 

account of angular co-ordinates of sources has allowed to establish, that continuation large-scale 

dipole anisotropies of red shift is the red-violet dipole of anisotropy in Local Super Congestion in 

the second case the account of own red shift of objects has led isotropy to cosmological component 

of red shift [26].  

Stochastic compactness of objects models in method of collateral measurements is 

connected with applicability conditions for regression analysis [27, 14].  

Them concern:  

– stochastic compactness and non-confluence given measurements,  

– limitlessness and isolation of systems of the equations of identification of model,  

– non-correlated ness estimations of parameters of models,  
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– centrality, homoscedastic and gaussianity of approximation errors of models, and the 

structure of models should not be superfluous or insufficient, i.e. inadequacy errors should be 

neglible small.  

The most negative consequence of infringement of these conditions is stochastic 

multicollinearity [28] because of incorrect parameterization of variables and because absence of 

an optimality by criterion of minimum for inadequacy error of model. These consequences for 

standard cosmological ΛCDM-moНels Сave reМeТveН tСe name of «НeРeneratТon» [βλ].  

TСe ТnМТНent suМС, «НeРeneratТon» [γ0], Сas oММurreН to θ-parametrical standard 

cosmological ΛCDM-model and results of statistical data processing of experiment WMAP at 

increase in number of parameters [31].  

In ΛωDε-model parameters are baryons density b∙С2, НensТtв of «МolН Нark matter» 

(CDM) c∙С2, НensТtв of «Нark enerРв» Λ with condition index w = –1, spectral index ns, optical 

thickness to sphere of last dispersion , and amplitude of fluctuations of galaxies density in radius 

8 Mpc 8. Thus in parameters definition of baryons density and CDM Hubble's normalized 

constant h or H0/(100 km∙s–1∙εpМ–1) is used. Command WMAP considered a parity of roots square 

of determinants of correlation matrixes for estimations of parameters according to measurements 

for 5 (WMAP-5) and 7 (WMAP-7) years. Then the conclusion has been drawn on increase of 

accuracy of identification of ΛCDM-model by data for 7 years in comparison with data for 5 years 

in 1,5 times at θ parameters, Тn 1,η … 1,λ tТmes at 7 parameters anН Тn γ tТmes at κ parameters 

(Table 1).  

 

Table 1. Dependence of accuracy indirect estimation of Hubble's constant  

from number Q ΛCDM-model parameters [30]  

ΛωDε-model with parameters Θ + additional parameters  Q 
WMAP-5 

WMAP-7 
h 

ΛCDM  { b∙С2, c∙С2, Λ, 8, ns, } = Θ   6 1,5 0,710 ± 0,025 

ΛωDε + r  Θ + tensor–scalar relation  7 1,9 0,675 ± 0,038 

ΛωDε +
kd

dns
ln

 Θ + logarithmic derivative of spectral index  7 1,7 0,735 ± 0,032 

ΛωDε + r + kd
dns
ln  

Θ + tensor–scalar relation + logarithmic derivative of spectral 

index  
8 3,0 0,691+0,040/–0,041 

ΛωDε + α–1  Θ + anti-correlated isocurvature modes CDM  7 1,9 0,745+0,031/–0,030  

ΛωDε + α0  Θ + uncorrelated isocurvature modes CDM 7 1,9 0,736 ± 0,032 

ΛωDε + Neff  Θ + neutrino mass  7 1,8 0,826 +0,089/–0,087 

ΛωDε + k  Θ + spatial curvature  7 1,8 0,53 +0,13/–0,15 

ΛωDε + w  Θ + dark energy equation of state  7 1,5 0,75 +0,15/–0,14 
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At the same time as it is good, as well as the stanНarН МosmoloРТМal ΛωDε-model, to data 

WMAP satisfies cosmological model with quintessence at the condition equation w = – 0,5 with 

parameters M = 0,47 and H0 = η7 km∙s–1∙εpМ–1. But also it has been rejected, since the value of 

a constant of Hubble received in its frameworks on two mean square deviation less than its value 

in Hubble Space Telescope Key Project [32]; as the model with nonplanar space has been rejected 

also at H0 = γβ,η km∙s–1∙εpМ–1, Λ = 0 and total = 1,28 [33].  

In other words, an essential indicator of accuracy cosmological models actually is accuracy 

of indirect estimation for Hubble's constant.  

Last column of Table 1 describe accuracy of ΛCDM-model in the presence of additional 

parameters, shows, that accuracy indirect estimation within the limits of model of a constant of 

Hubble at ТnМrease Тn number of parameters Сas НeМreaseН Тn 1,βκ…θ tТmes.  

And in report WMAP for 9 years of measurements [34] this incident was not mentioned 

any more. Moreover, expected in conditions gaussianity specifications of estimations for 

parameters of ΛωDε-model, inversely proportional to a root square of volume of data, have not 

occurred [35], some progress has been reached according to mission Plank (Table 2).  
 

 

Table 2. Estimations of constant of Hubble H0, km∙М–1∙εpМ–1 [34, 36, 37] 

WMAP-1 WMAP-3 WMAP-5 WMAP-7 WMAP-9 Plank 21.03.2013 Plank 12.12.2013 

7β ± η 73,2 +3,1/–3,2 71,9 +2,6/–2,7 71,0 ± β,η 70,0 ± β,β θ7,λ ± 1,η θ7,γ±1,β 
 

In the consent with the mathematical recipe [9] logicians of statistical conclusion in method 

of collateral measurements [14] as the zero consider hypotheses of degeneracy H0 (absence of 

dependence), continuity H00 (absence of changes of structure and parameters – «НТsorНers»Ψ anН 

composite uniformity H000 (existence of uniform model of the given measurements from various 

sources). Using of combination for method of repeated measurements and method of collateral 

measurements at identification of mathematical models of measurements objects and check of the 

listed hypotheses is based on continuity and stochastic compactness of models. Criterion of 

preference is the minimum of the average module of inadequacy error   (AMIE) as average 

absolute deviation (AAD) d the given measurements from the position characteristic of model in 

the cross observation scheme. This scheme allows reducing essentially restrictions on conditions 

of applicability for regression analysis algorithms. Identification algorithms used on the basis of 

this scheme name cross, and in aggregate with the described logic of statistical conclusion – 

method of compactness maximum (MCM) [14].  
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For competing models with equal number of parameters is admissible to use AAD 

approximation errors though it is obvious, that in most cases  > d.  

To the described logic of statistical conclusion the MQM-algorithms (MCMMQM), the 

AAD-algorithms (MCMAAD) and the algorithms of cross sliding median (MCMMEDS) [14] are 

subordinated. These algorithms provide consecutive complication of models by increase in number 

of parameters at consecutive search of binary codes of the structure which categories are tracer 

functions of corresponding parameters of model j ≠ 0. SuМС proМeНure as a result alloМates a 

structure model code of optimum complexity by criterion of minimum AMIE.  

 

Problem of calibration of a scale of distances  

In frameworks of a statistical conclusion logic [14] we will consider a problem of 

parametrical identification (calibration) on modules of photometric distance p=η·lРDL+25DL 

supernovae SN Ia cosmological distances scales on red shift z in model Friedman-Robertson-

Walker [38]:  
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where k = 1 – M – Λ, M – density of weights, Λ – НensТtв «Λ-enerРв». For γ7 supernovae 

SN Ia model (1) is characterized AAD of approximation errors d  = 0,1456.  

Let's present now data [39] about distance modules of SN Ia samples from 27 supernovae 

SN Ia at lg cz =  γ,γλκ … ζ,η7β and 10 supernovae SN Ia at lg cz = ζ,ληζ … η,ζθζ, but for tСe 

description of Hubble diagram it is used logarithmic model on the basis of radial velocity for 

objects: 
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Check of hypothesis H0 and alternative hypotheses for model (2) has shown, that more 

plausible in comparison with MCMMEDS-estimation is MCMMQM-estimation at AAD d  = 

0,1449m ≈ d  (Table 1).  
 

 

Table 1. Check of hypothesis H0 for the module of distance SN Ia [39] in a class of models (2) J 

= 7 

Algorithm  
Model 

code 

Parameters of continuous models 
AMIE 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

MCMMQM 

1111110

0 

15,9878

5 

3,62405

5 

0,72754

7 

–

0,0458941 

–

β,λβ1βγ7·10
–2 

ζ,1κθ1ηβ·10
–3 

0 0 0,176768

2 

MCMMED

S 

1010000

0 

26,3792

8 

0 0,59914

8 

0 0 0 0 0 0,208567

6 

 

IНentТfТМatТon аТtС tСe aММount «НТsorНer» anН МomposТte СeteroРeneТtв sСoаs (Table βΨ, 

that the method choice  model parameters essentially influences result of structurally-

parametrical identification: the MCMMQM-estimation shows significant statistical heterogeneity 

of data [39] that will be co-coordinated with a conclusion [40]. At the same time the MCMMEDS-

estimation specifies in statistical uniformity of data about photometric modules of distance SN Ia 

at «small» anН «bТР» reН sСТft. 

The analysis of the MCMMEDS-estimation with same number of free parameters, as well 

as at moНel (1Ψ, bв means of proРram «εRε-МСeМk β.0» [ζ1] has shown, that from among the 

truncated typical distributions by the most plausible it has appeared not Gauss distribution used in 

[39], and truncated Laplace distribution. For it within the limits of maximum likelihood method in 

parameter of dispersion the standard deviation and its estimation not in the form of RMSE, and an 

AAD.  

χnН after all on faМtors of lТkelТСooН funМtТon for (1Ψ Тn [γλ] tСe «non-ТНentТМal ТnМТНent», 

generating natural question was obvious: the received estimation  is that? RMSE, RMSE an 

average arithmetic or RMSE average weighted on dispersions?  

In otСer аorНs, tСe МonМlusТon about «aММeleratТon of UnТverse eбpansТon» НemanНs an 

additional substantiation, the analysis of an inadequacy error of model (1) and specification of a 

kind of probabilities distribution of deviations from it used data.  

At the same time questions on observance of conditions of applicability of statistical 

metСoНs anН sense of tСe results reМeТveН Тn frameаorks of «tСe normal tСeorв» bв «tСe best fit 
2» on tСe basТs of FТsСer's matrТб, RεSE an averaРe arТtСmetТМ anН RMSE average weighted on 
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dispersions, in [39] remained without the answer. There are questions on solvency of statistical 

МrТterТa at ТnfrТnРement of preМonНТtТons «РaussТanТtв» anН about communication for distance 

moНules of supernovae Sσ Ia аТtС «СorТzon of events».  

 

Table 2. Check of hypotheses H00 and H000 for dependence of the module of distance SN Ia 

according to [39] in class polynomial logarithmic models 

Algorithm  MCMMQM 

Range of 

stochastic 

compactness  

3,398–4,572 4,954–5,464 

Continuity 

interval  
3,398–3,685 3,734–3,859 3,871–3,891 3,896–4,178 4,189–4,572 4,954–5,464 

Sample volume 5 4 2 9 7 10 

Model code 10000000100 10000000001 01000000000 10000010000 10000000001 10000001000 

Model 

parameters 

31,70304 

7,ζζβγ11·10–5 

32,92661 

γ,γζλγκκ·10–6 

9,091724 34,02461 

η,1ηκκ·10–4 

35,75944 

κ,17βκκ·10–7 

38,18179 

ζ,βθηθβζ·10–5 

AMIE ζ,θ0θ171·10–2 γ,07θ077·10–2 1,1κγ701·10–2 0,1385603 0,1357891 0,1408153 

General AMIE 0,1076418797 

Algorithm  MCMMEDS 

Range of stochastic compactness  3,398–5,464 

Continuity interval  3,398–3,625 3,679–3,734 3,779–5,464 

Sample volume 3 3 21+10 

Model code 10100000000 01000000000 11000000001 

Model parameters 

26,41511 

0,5710946 

9,294743 16,90781 

4,746854 

7,149604·10–8 

AMIE 1,β1κ1θ·10–3 γ,0γη7γθ·10–2 0,1555352 

General AMIE 0,132873453 

 

Unfortunatelв, «FТsСer's statТstТМal reМТpe» unНer tСe speМТfТМatТon of parametrТМal moНels 

bв StuНent's anН FТsСer's МrТterТons for СвpotСesТs «РaussТanТtв» МonНuМts to EljasberР-Hampel 

paraНoб. χnН Тn tСТs «reМТpe» are not present аorНs about absenМe of ТnНepenНenМe anН 

catastrophic non-robustness F-criterion (Fisher's criterion). Are not present words that various 

criteria of the consent estimate various and often insignificant aspects of fitting that at the big 

sample all level МrТterТa eбМeeН a sТРnТfТМanМe value. χnН аorНs tСat statТstТМallв «smootС» zero 

hypothesis to prove it is impossible, it can be denied only, though and at great volume of sample 

[10, 11]. χnН even «following R. Fisher, with known care it is possible to tell, that an information 

matrix (Fisher's matrix – author insert) describes average quantity of the information on parameters 
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of tСe НТstrТbutТon laа, МontaТnТnР Тn Мasual sample» [ζβ]. χnН after all Тn practice the law of 

deviations distribution of measurements from interpreting cosmological model, as rule, remains 

unknown.   

Authors [39] have been puzzled by problems of statistics in 1996 because researchers 

considered themselves as beginners in this area. And though in A. Riss's dissertation has suggested 

to turn criterion 2 into a certain probability with weight factors on dispersions of components [43], 

i.e. in function of credibility for so-called the «non-unТformlв» measurements, already known 

problems for tСat moment «statТstТМal 2» anН СвpotСeses «normalТtв» remaТneН unmarked.  

Besides, errors of inadequacy of model (1) were not estimated and to results of calibration 

on the same data for alternative models were not compared, that would represent not smaller 

interest, than only estimations of parameters M and Λ. Therefore one more «uneбpeМteН» result 

has presented interpolation model with parameter of the form [18].  

Use of this model for interpretation of data [38] has qualitatively confirmed presence of 

significant nonlinearity of dependence of red shift from photometric distance; however for data 

about the same supernovae of catalogue [44] interpretation model with parameter of the form of 

such result has not given.  

 

Conclusion  

In measuring problems of cosmology a number of infringements of conditions of statistical 

methods applicability takes place:  

1) absence of statistical check of structural hypotheses,  

2) indistinguishability simple and difficult hypotheses,  

3) overestimate of probability of the consent by grouping of data for criterion 2,  

4) scheme applТМatТon «non-unТformlв preМТse» measurements anН tСe square-law criteria sensitive 

to allocated results,  

5) noncompliance with the terms of the statistical homogeneity for the sample data.  

The formulation incorrectness of measurement problem for structural-parametric identification of 

cosmological models is associated with the selection accuracy criteria of the models without taking 

into account the inadequacy errors.  

Each of these infringements even separately raises the doubts in estimations of structure and 

parameters of cosmological models, let alone conclusions.    
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